
Miidera National Treasure Central Hall
Original Papercraft  【Assembly Manual】
■Tools
　・Adhesive (polyvinyl acetate glue is recommended)
　・Tooth pick (to apply the glue on the margins to paste)
　・Tweezers (useful to assembly the small parts)

fold and paste the paper like the image

fold like the image, fit the n.3 in the 
backside of the n.2 and paste 

fold like the image and paste the n. 9 
and 10 (the printed surface must be on 
the downside)

make a folding crease on the n.10

paste the results of  step 4 
and 5

it's easier to paste on 
the central big surface

fold and paste like the image
(n.11 is the front and n.14 the back)

stair (big)

stair (little)

fold like the image and paste on 
the backside
(the bigger step in on the front)

paste on ＊1
paste on ＊1

fold like the image, 
paste the matching 
margins one by one

paste the n.7 on the result of the step 3, and then 
paste the n.6 and n.8

valley fold

put the longer extremities outside

valley fold

■How to Assemble
Read carefully the assembly manual and follow the  
building procedure. Paste the margins carefully and 　
one by one.

●Keep out from the direct sunlight and in a dry cool place. Light , high temperature and humidity could change the shape and the color of the papercraft. 
●Keep out of children's reach during and after the building. The tools used for the assembly and the small parts could be dangerous. ●Keep out of heat 
sources, it may cause fire.●Do not put plastic bag over your head or on your nose, you may asphyxiate yourself.

Warnings ※Please read carefully

About the instruction on the net

Mountain fold. Fold the paper along 
these lines downward behind the 
rest of the sheet . 

Valley fold. Fold the paper along 
these lines upward and toward 
yourself. 



the surface with the red 
circle is the front

fold and paste like the image

fold and paste like the image

match the backside

be careful to not attach the margins
paste the margins 

fold the result of the step 16 like the image
paste it on the result of the step 15

paste on ＊8

match the backside

fold and paste like the image

fold to give a pillar shape and paste

paste on ＊9paste the margins 

paste the result of the step 12 
and 13

paste the result of the step 14 on the n.20

paste carefully the 
inner bottom 
surface

＊4・・・paste it on n.17
＊5・・・paste it on n.15
＊6・・・paste it on the big stair
＊7・・・paste it on the little stair

fold like the image

fit in from the 
bottom and paste 
on ＊3

paste the result of 
step 9 and 10

paste the result of the 
step 7 and 8

fit in from the 
bottom and paste 
on ＊2



paste the result of the step 6 and 18

paste on ＊10

paste the result of the step 23 on 
the four side of the building

paste the result of step 22

paste the number 35 
on the bottom image as completed

past the result of the step 17 and 19

paste on ＊11
paste it from  
the inside

fold like the image and paste by  
number order

match the backside and paste 
like the image

paste like the image

fold and paste like the 
image (x4)

be careful to not 
attach the margins

match the backside



■The Phoenix Temple, learn about the Miidera

■The Miidera

■The Kondo,main structure of the temple

This papercraft reproduce in 1/150 scale  the beautiful Central Hall of the Miidera 
National Treasure. The Miidera is known as one of  the most beautiful landscape 
of the Shiga Lake (Omi hakkei) with the name of "Mii no bansho" (Miidera evening 
bell).
Enjoying our papercraft you can learn about the Japanese characteristic 
architecture of hiwadabuki,  the technique popular in the XVI century of make a 
roof weawing hinoki's twigs.
It will be our pleasure if you could feel the Miidera and its Central Hall right in 
your hands.

The Miidera is the main temple of the Buddhist sect called Tendai Jimon (Japanese school of 
Mahayana Buddhism), its formal name is  Onjo-ji.
It's been told that the temple was founded in 686 by Emperor  Tenchi near the Omi Otsu Palace. 
The name literally means "The Three Wells". It comes from the springs at the temple which were 
used  for ritual bathing of newborns, and in honor of Emperors Emperor Tenchi, Emperor Tenmu 
and Empress Jito who contributed to the founding of  the temple.
During the Heian Era, under the guidance of the chief abbot (Tendai Zasu) Enchin (814-891) it 
became one of the most important  temple of  the Tendai sect. After, it gained power as center of 
Tendai Jimon sect but it split away from the other Tendai main temple, the Enryakuji, the center of 
Tendai Sammon sect. It was burned during the war between the two temples and rebuilt from the 
ashes just like the Phoenix. Now it's known as one of the most important cultural spot  and is temple 
number 14 in the famous Kansai Kannon Pilgrimage.

One of the most astonishing National Treasure is the majestic Central Hall of the temple, known 
as Kondo. The actual Central Hall was rebuilt in the 1599 by Toyotomi Hideyoshi's  legitimate wife, 
Kita no Mandokoro.
Its' a big structure with the characteristic Irimoya roof (a hip roof sloping down on all four sides typical 
of China). Inside the Hall there are three separated areas,  the central one (naijin) is one level lowered 
and it enshrine a statue of  Miroku (Maitreya Bodhisattva) which was Emperor Tenchi's sacred personal 
belonging, as it's been told.
With its ancient Tendai style and its spectacular hiwadabuki roof  it's an exquisite example of Japanese 
XVI century's architecture.

【Formal name】Onjo-ji
【Address】520-0036  Shiga-ken, Otsu-shi, Onjoji-cho 246
【Object of devotion】Miroku bosatsu (Maitreya Bodhisattva)
【WEB】http://www.shiga-miidera.or.jp

【Central Hall (frontal): elevation and cross section】

【Central Hall (lateral): elevation and cross section】
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